
M A K E  Y O U R  W A Y  T O  U S

Your gateway to the elemental Thar Desert, Suryagarh is the lense through which the magic of the 
region unfurls; humble and extraordinary, with its secret stories of land and tribe, a place where 

fantasy and reality are intertwined. Here, we do not serve, we share the gifts bestowed upon us and 
we do it with a lightness of spirit; with play and joy because it is the only way we know.

BY ROAD
Jodhpur - 294 km - 4 hours

Bikaner - 344 km - 5 hours

Udaipur - 506 km - 9 hours

Ahmedabad - 548 km - 10 hours

Jaipur - 571 km - 10 hours

Delhi - 773 km - 14 hours

BY TRAIN
Bikaner - 6 hours

Jaisalmer Express

Jaipur - 12 hours 20 minutes

Ranikhet Express | Shalimar Express

Delhi - 17 hours 25 minutes

Ranikhet Express | Shalimar Express

BY AIR
Jaisalmer Airport - 28 km

(1st October to 31st March)

Delhi - 1 hour 40 minutes

Jaipur - 1 hour 55 minutes

Ahmedabad - 1 hour 55 minutes

Mumbai - 2 hours

Jaisalmer is connected by air, road and train to some of the major cities of India
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L I F E  A T  T H E  H O T E L

Accommodation

HAVELIS Thar (2x3) - 2,750 sq. ft. / Jaisalmer (3x2) - 1,350 sq. ft. | 
Intimate stand-alone suites sensitively reconcile courtyards and connect spaces 
of traditional living with the more contemporary need for privacy and space

APARTMENTS Thar 1 (4) - 680 sq. ft. / Thar 2 (3) - 1,668 sq. ft. | Our newly 
designed accommodations boast of exquisite butter-yellow Jaisalmer stonework, 
which adds a touch of history ]and cultural aesthetics to your stay

SUITES Suryagarh (2) - 1,350 sq. ft. / Luxury (10) - 860 sq. ft. /
Signature  (16) - 755 sq. ft. | From lavish to intimate in scale, these sets of 
room are embellished with rich local textures and individually configured to 
allow for personal preferences  

ROOMS Pavilion (11) - 730 sq. ft. / Heritage (18) - 710 sq. ft. /
Fort (20) - 360 sq. ft. | Available in three categories, these airy and bright 
rooms juxtapose the modern with the traditional

Wellness

RAIT – THE SPA

Drawing on history and fashioned on native wisdom and lore, our 
award-winning immaculately designed Spa is an homage to the rait or 'sand’ 
that surrounds us

NEEL – THE POOL

Built in the style of a bygone age of leisurely indulgences, this indoor pool 
offers cool quiet seclusion, away from the bustle of hotel life. Just a step beyond 
the pool takes you into bright sunlight for those who wish to seek the sun

AKHARA – THE GYM

Akhara, the Indian name for a traditional sports centre, is a state-of-the-art 
gym equipped with weight training as well as cardiovascular equipment

Dining

THE LEGEND OF MARWAR

Our signature restaurant brings to your table the legendary fare from court 
kitchens and medieval hunts, from the quiet nooks of  Zenana quarters and the 
zealously guarded trade secrets from the celebrated kitchens of the Maharajas

DRAKSH – THE BAR

With a striking bar counter made in onyx, radiating light and the myriad 
colours of Jaisalmer’s sand and stone, the bar beckons the thirsty traveller 

NOSH – ALL DAY DINING

Easy and relaxed, you are free to drop in any time of day or night. Nosh is 
open ‘round the clock. Stay for as long as you like, even linger, for we are in 
no hurry, and neither should you be

Recreation

CULTURE EVENING

Settle down with a cocktail and enjoy a Manganiyars performance every evening

TAASH – BILLIARDS ROOM

Taash is the Cards and Billiards Room provides indoor entertainment with 
many board games, a card table for four, and a well-lit billiards table

HORSE RIDING

Horse riding at Suryagarh is an in-house activity. We have 3, steady and 
dependable horses in our stable, and our trails take you on a gentle circuit 
around the property and its undulating natural landscape

ARCHERY

We also have the facilities to set up a personalised space allowing for 
marksmanship, shooting technique and form
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E X P E R I E N C E S  &  E X P L O R A T I O N S

Discovery

SILK ROUTE TRAIL

A 3-hour mini exploration of the Thar, this exploration showcases the landscape 
and stories of the region, and its importance in the history of the Silk-Route

THAR TRAIL

This grand full day exploration trail experience is made of 3 different segments, 
showcasing the different landscapes of the Thar and ending with the ultimate 
Thar Dinner at the Celebration Gardens at Suryagarh

TEMPLE TRAIL

Quite apart from the regular tourist map, our temple trail features desert and 
high plateau locations rich in tradition and folklore. Vast landscapes and ever 
changing terrains offer a rare insight into the traditions and beliefs of the 
hardy people of Jaisalmer

CHUDAIL TRAIL

Thorny scrub and forgotten sites in the desert are still said to be inhabited by 
spirits called chudails. The Chudail Trail, ingeniously designed by Suryagarh, is 
one-of-a-kind trail takes you on a midnight drive to all the spots, nooks and 
crannies in the surrounding area where they say the persecuted spirit of the 
chudail circulates

Gastronomy

HALWAI BREAKFAST

A Suryagarh original, this showcases a nourishing breakfast of traditional 
Indian sweets and savouries showcasing the culinary art of the Halwai

THAR DINNER

The Thar Dinner at Suryagarh pays homage to the culinary traditions of the 
region, inspired by the the communal dinner of travellers and merchants on 
the Silk Route who crossed the Thar to Jaisalmer

SURYAGARH SIGNATURE THALI

With this dinner comes alive the legendary stories of medieval hunts, court 
kitchens and the zealously guarded trade secrets of the Maharajas’ kitchen

PICNIC AT OASES

As paradoxical as it may sound, deep in the heartland of the desert, are found 
acres of soft green pastures and lush oases. It is here that we celebrate our now 
legendary Suryagarh picnics

SUNDOWNERS AT KULDHARA

The purity of a bona fide sunset in the desert is a remarkable experience. Perfect 
for any celebration and replete with superb vistas

DINNER ON THE DUNES

In this most magical of all settings, we present you with a true representation 
of a Nomadic Hunt Menu. As the stars shine down on you,a night like this is 
an experience that is unmatched


